Introduction
This investigation of the crystalline structure of the phosphates of lanthanum, cerium (ous), praseodymium and neodymium was carried out at the Metallurgical Laboratory of the University of Chicago in 1944. A brief r@sum@ of the results has appeared in a letter to the Editor of the Journal of Chemical Physics (Mooney, 1948) . The compounds were prepared in the form of powder precipitates from aqueous solution by members of a group of the Chemistry Division, Metallurgical Laboratory, under the direction of Dr William l~ubinson. The large number of samples made under carefully controlled conditions by this group was indispensible to the successful issue of the X-ray investigation.
The dimorphic forms
The phosphates of lanthanum and the rare earths must be expected to be isomorphous with the mineral monazite, (La, Ce, Di)P04, a monoelinic crystal for which the cell size and space group are reported in the literature (Parrish, 1939) .
However, X-ray examination of laboratory prepared samples showed that the compounds are dimorphic, and that the two forms often coexist. The more stable form is indeed monoclinic and isomorphous with monazite; the other is a hexagonal structure of a new type. It appears that, at moderate temperatures, the phosphates of cerium and its isomorphs usually crystallize from solution in the hexagonal form; and that they convert rapidly to the monoclinic arrangement at high temperatures. Long digestion periods in the mother liquor also tend to cause conversion to the monoclinic form. However, dried powders of the hexagonal structure type seem to be quite stable at room temperatures, and no evidence of spontaneous conversion to the more stable monoclinic type has been observed. A number of the original samples, reexamined by X-rays after a storage period of four years, were found to have retained the hexagonal structure.
The structure determination of the hexagonal crystal is discussed in the following sections. A report on the monoclinic crystal is in preparation.
X-ray diffraction data
The diffraction photographs were taken from thin cylindrical powder samples, exposed in 9 cm. and in 18 cm. diameter Bradley-type cameras. The radiation X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDY OF CEROUS PHOSPHATE used was copper, filtered through nickel foil. ~-~|m measurements were made with a steel scale and vernier. The intensities were visually estimated. Hexagonal-type patterns were obtained from a number of samples of cerous and of lanthanum phosphate, and from one sample of neodymium phosphate. The only sample of praseodymium phosphate which was sufficiently well crystallized to give a recognizable pattern proved to be monoclinic. However, there is no reason to doubt that, under suitable conditions, this compound also exists in the hexagonal phase. Table 1 gives indexed data for part of the patterns of the three compounds, and shows the close relationship between their structures. Subsequent study and intercomparison of a number of patterns led to the conclusion that well-crystallized samples showed strong preferred orientation such as would occur ff the compounds crystallized in fine needles elongated along the c axis. Prolonged grinding of the materials produced shifts in relative intensities in a~eement with this assumption, as may be seen by comparison of Table 1 with the final data in Tables 3 and 4. The cell dimensions of the three crystals and the densities calculated therefrom on the basis of three stoiehiometric weights per unit cell are given in Table 2 . The periodicities were calculated from measurements made on high-angle reflections. The unit hexagonal cell 7"081 _+ 0"005 6-468 + 0"008 0"9134 4.122 CoPO 4 7"055 +__ 0"003 6"439 + 0"005 0"9127 4" 193 1WclPO, 6"98 +0"01 6"34 +0"02 0"908 4'33 in each case must contain three molecules of XPO 4 (where X is Ce, La or Nd), since the directly determined density, to a rough approximation, appeared to be close to 4g.cm. -3. The X-ray densities were calculated for dry crystals. It seems quite certain that under ordinary circumstances these crystals contain some water. This point will be discussed later. It should also be mentioned that there is an unusual difference in the densities of the two modifications of XP04 crystals, the monoclinic being about 25 % heavier than the hexagonal form.
Space-group consideration
The diffraction patterns show only one systematic absence of reflections: that is, planes 001 are absent unless 1 = 3n. This criterion fails to distinguish between several space groups, any one of which provides possible sets of threefold positions for the metal and phosphate ions, and three-, six-, or twelvefold positions consistent with the required tetrahedral grouping of oxygen about phosphorus. These (see International Tables) are the following:
Single-cryst_al_ data, by distinguishing between planes h]cl, h]cl, hid and h'kl, would at least narrow the possibilities. With only powder data available, the final assignment of the space-group symmetry must follow rather than precede the structure determination.
Atomic positions
A cerous phosphate pattern, obtained from a wellcrystallized sample which had been subjected to prolonged grinding, was used for the detailed structure analysis.
Obviously, the high scattering power of cerium, compared with that of phosphorus and oxygen, must predominantly influence the intensities. It follows that evidence of the position of cerium in the structure is not difficult to find. Inspection of the intensities shows that, though all types of general planes are present, no plane having h and k even gives more than a barely observable trace unless l= 3n. The cerium atoms, then, must be in positions such that they contribute to planes with h and k even only when 1 = 3n. This condition does not distinguish between the possible space groups, since such positions may be found in any one of them. In C312 and C31 they are given by the particular parameter values ½, 0, ½; 0,1 ~. ~, ~, ½, ½, 0; in C692 and C6, respectively by the special positions ½, 0, 0; 0, ½, ~; ½, ½, {~; and bY ½, ½, z; ½, 0, ~+z; 0,13,½+ z',ifz is0.
Structure-amplitude calculations based on cerium scattering alone fully confirm this distribution of the metal ions by giving rough agreement between calculated and observed intensities throughout the list of observations. This is demonstrated in Table 3 . Fortunately, a number of discrepancies give evidence that the contributions of the light atoms are by no means always negligible, and therefore there is some basis for inquiry into the positions of the phosphate group. The limitations of the data are such that it is not practical to attempt the location of the phosphorus and of the oxygen atoms from first principles. Rather, it is necessary to consider the phosphate ion as a unit, and to examine critically all reasonable structural arrangements of three such units with relation to the cerium positions in the hexagonal cell. The shape as well as size of the phosphate ion is assumed to be the same as in KH~P04; that is to say, a tetrahedral configuration with phosphorus-oxygen binding distances of 1.56 A. It may easily be seen that possible arrangements are limited to the following. If the space group is C622, both spatial and symmetry conditions require the centers of the phosphate groups and the cerium ions to be collinear in the z direction, and separated by distances equal to haft the c translation. In this ease, only one degree of freedom--the rotation of the group about the z axis--requires further definition. If the symmetry is lower than C622, the cerium and phosphate group center may be either not collinear along z or not exactly half the c translation apart; or neither collinear nor equally spaced. It appears, however, that departures from the highest symmetry arrangement must be small, for otherwise impossible interatomic distances result.
Within the limitations imposed by the symmetry conditions, and with due regard for reasonable atomic separations, a systematic study of the effect of the phosphate group positions on the calculated intensities was made. The criteria useful for testing possible structures were planes whose intensities are observably modified by the light atom contributions, and those whose intensities are due solely to oxygen scattering. The latter are consistently vanishingly small in intensity. The best agreement obtained corresponds to an arrangement consistent with the symmetry of C622. If the symmetry of the crystal is lower, the deviations from C692 are too small to be detected by the presently available data.* The atomic co-ordinates for the proposed structure, following the notation of the International Tables, are:
Cerium in (c) ½, 0, 0; 0, ½, ~-; 12, ~,1 1.
Phosphorus in (d) 1, 0, ½; 0, ~, v, ½,½,1 1. ~_. ~-+z; Oxygen in (k), x,y,z; ~,x-y, §+z; y-x, , 3 2 Z" y,x, ~-, ~,y-x, ½-z; x-y,~,~; x,y,z" y,y-x,-]-+z; x-y,x, ½+z; ~,~,2--z" 3 x,x-y, ½-z; y-x,y,~; where, in fraction~ of the unit cell, x=0.446, y=0.147, z=0.360. Table 4 gives the intensities calculated from these parameters by means of the expression, X-RAY DIFFI~ACTION STUDY OF CEROUS PHOSPHATE Discussion of the structure Fig. 1 shows a projection of the hexagonal cerium phosphate structure on the basal plane. To a close approximation, it can also be taken as representative of the structures of the isomorphous lanthanum, and neodymium phosphates.
The cerium-cerium separation is 4.13 A. The phosphate ion, by preliminary assumption, has been taken to be a tetrahedral grouping of oxygens about phosphorus, with the oxygen-phosphorus distance fixed at 1-56 A. Each cereus ion is coordinated to eight oxygen atoms, four at distances of 2.34A., and four at 2.66A. The shorter distances are to the corners of four different o 1 ,2 ? t ,s 6A. tetrahedra, linlcing atoms which are practically coplanar. The longer distances extend to pairs of oxygens forming the edges of two tetrahedra, one above and one below the plane of the four shorter distances. Conversely, a given phosphate group is coordinated to six cereus ions, each corner by one short bonding distance, and opposite edges by longer bonding distances. The co-ordination distances are comparable with those found in the sesquioxide, Ce~.Oa, where the cereus ion is ]inlced to four oxygens at 2.39 A. and three at 2.66 A. (Zachariasen, 1926 (Zachariasen, , 1929 . The overall arrangement--which may be described as cob]runs built up of alternate cereus and phosphate ions, extending along the c axis, each coh]mn linl~ed to four neighboring columns--is such that open channels run through the structure along the hexagonal axis. Thus the distances from a given oxygen to its nearest oxygen neighbors have an unusual range of values: conventional ones within the network, such as 2-71, 2.88, 3.30A., and extraordinarily long ones such as 5, 5.26, 5.55 A. to nearest neighbors bordering the open channel.
The existence of such unoccupied spaces explains the comparatively low density of the hexagonal isomorph, which is only 4.19 g.cm. -a in contrast to 5.23 g.cm. -a for the monoclinic type. It also suggests that the crystal structure may be stabilized by the presence of water in the interstices. With this point in mind, it is interesting to examine the configuration of the available spaces. They may be described as cylindrical, oxygen-lined tunnels of diameter 5.3 A. The oxygens are distributed roughly in rings at intervals of one-third of the c axis. The points 0, 0, ½; 0, 0, ~; 0, 0, ~ lie haft-way between these rings, and are at distances of 2.85A. from the eight nearest oxygen atoms. These sites could readily accommodate a neutral molecule of water, or even ions of moderate size ff the charges were compensated in some way. However, adjacent sites are only 2.15A. apart along the hexagonal axis, which precludes the occupancy of every site by water, for instance. At the maximum, only haft the sites could be occupied; that is to say, there could be only one and a half molecules of water per unit cell. Therefore, ff water is ordinarily present in the crystal there should be no more than half a molecule per cerium atom.
No quantitative experiments have been made to test the degree of hydration of hexagonal CeP04. However, it has been found that air-dried samples do lose weight under protracted vacuum drying at room temperature, and that the structure does not change during the process. On the other hand, drying at moderate temperatures causes slow conversion to the monoclinic form.
It is reasonable to suppose that the crystals ordinarily contain zeolitic water, but there is no real evidence to prove whether or not the presence of water is a necessary condition for the stability of the hexagonal-type structure. The calculated density of the crystal, assuming fifll hydration--CePOa.0-5H~O--is 4.355 g.cm. -3 compared with 4.194g.cm. -a calculated for dry crystals, a difference of nearly 4 %, Accurate density determinations of air-dried and vacuum-dried samples should thus be of interest. It would also be of interest to learn whether the hexagonal form can be crystallized from other than aqueous solutions.
